The effect of species models on estimates of within-lineage variation in integration.
Species may be modeled as comprised of individuals, populations or a virtual code. A virtual code can be understood as general potential that appears as actualization within specific environmental, both internal and external, contexts. These general potentials form a capacity to network that allows potentials to be expressed and offers robustness through its interconnections. In the present work, the degree of within-lineage variation in integration was not strongly model-dependent. However, the relationships among model-dependent estimates of such variation and within-lineage phyletic variation were not equal. The strongest relationship was between within-lineage variation in integration, when species were modeled as a virtual code, and within-lineage phyletic variation. The second strongest, and only other statistically significant relationship, was between variation in integration when species were modeled as a virtual code and as a collection of populations. The last result argues for a strong ontogenetic and micro-environmental effect on the expression of features in an individual. If species were a virtual code they would evolve by incorporation of all attributes, ontogenetic, environmental and genetic into that code until it becomes unstable and bifurcates. Species as a virtual code, an approach that explicitly incorporates developmental change into evolution, is a non-material representation of species as a complex information system, incorporating, if we refer to mathematical analysis, both the real and the imaginary. If one wished to stress the material, this study could be seen as empirical documentation of species as information systems.